Validity analysis of respiratory events of polysomnography using a plethysmography chest and abdominal belt.
Respiratory inductive plethysmography (RIP) is recommended as an alternative respiratory sensor for the identification of each apnea and hypopnea event in polysomnography. Using this sensor, the cumulative RIP results from the chest and abdomen (RIP sum) and time-derived results of the RIP sum (RIP flow) are calculated to track respiratory flow. However, the effectiveness of this sensor and the calculated respiratory results is still unclear, and validation studies for the scoring of respiratory events in polysomnography are rare. Two hundred subjects were selected according to the severity of obstructive sleep apnea. A sleep specialist re-evaluated the respiratory events based on RIP flow data in a single-blind study. Statistical analysis was conducted with paired respiratory events scored in each of the RIP flow and polysomnography datasets. All respiratory events scored from the RIP flow were strongly correlated with those identified with standard sensors of polysomnography, regardless of disease severity. Most of the respiratory parameters from RIP flow trended toward underestimation. The RIP flow obtained from the alternative RIP sensor was appropriate for the diagnosis of obstructive sleep apnea based on a receiver operating characteristic curve. Scored respiratory events from RIP flow data effectively reflected the respiratory flow and statistically correlated with the results from standard polysomnography sensors. Therefore, analyzing RIP flow utilizing an RIP sensor is considered a reliable method for respiratory event scoring.